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Thinking of applying for postdoctoral fellowships or training opportunities? Please read
this.
Like all researchers at major researchintensive universities, I receive hundreds of emails
from candidates looking for potential training opportunities. Very few catch my attention,
and very few merit serious consideration. Many emails are poorly written, and most have
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little to do with my actual line of research
(which is focused on improving tuberculosis
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care and control). It is frustrating. So, nearly 10 years ago, I prepared a one pager with
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tips
postdoc applicants, and started sending them along with my response.
Fairness Creams

Here is my updated list of top 10 things to keep in mind when applying for a postdoc or
other training opportunities. They are relevant even for job applications.

“[Mass emails] convey the impression that you
are lazy and cannot write highly targeted
letters...

1. Do not send generic (copy/paste) emails to several professors at the same time.
Few people bother to read such mass emails (even if they make it past spam filters!).
Such communications convey the impression that you are lazy and cannot write highly
targeted letters to professors who work in your field. As you will see later, a strong fit with
the professor's research program is quite critical, and a mass email is anything but
targeted and focused.

Samsung Galaxy S8 To Be Launched In
India On 19 April
Food Portion Sizes Should Just Be The
First In A Slew Of Government Regulations
Why Is Narendra Modi Continuing The
Congress Approach In Kashmir?
When Axis Bank CEO Shikha Sharma Had
Some No-Nonsense Relationship Advice
For IIM-A Grads
Move Away From Beef, Focus On
Development, NDA Partners Tell PM Modi
Egypt's Eman Ahmed Has Lost 262 Kilos
Since Her Arrival In Mumbai Two Months
Ago

2. I hate it and never bother reading emails that begin with "Dear Sir or Madam."
Seriously? Are you so busy that you cannot look me up on the internet and figure out my

SUBSCRIBE AND FOLLOW

name and my gender? Your first email must be highly focused and clearly mention the
professor by name.
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content or advertisements. Learn more

3. Make it clear in your letter that you are aware of the research focus of the

 Newsletter

professor. To this end, always investigate the background and research interests of the

address@email.com

professor you are planning to contact (most professors will have their own lab websites
or resumes posted on their university websites). If you are responding to an
advertisement, then make sure you meet all the eligibility criteria. This issue of "fit" is
absolutely critical and you want to make a strong impression, early in your email. Trust
me, no professor wants to spend time, effort and funding on students that do not work on
their area of research focus! This is because we generally fund fellows and students
using our research grants, which are invariably focused and time limited.
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How Drug-Resistant TB Can Show The
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point in contacting a sociology or public health
researcher.









4. In general, it makes little sense to contact professors who don't share your
research interests or have a completely different training background. For example,
if your research interest is in cancer, why would I agree to supervise and fund you? If you

TB Elimination: India can Lead the Way

are interested in laboratory or basic bench science, do not write to researchers who do
not do laboratory research. So, if your PhD was in mouse genetics, there is no point in
contacting a sociology or public health researcher. If you do decide to write to a
researcher whose research focus is very different from yours, then please explain right at
the start of your email your reason for contacting them. Perhaps you want to learn a
technique or skill that has broader application? Or perhaps you really care about cross
disciplinary research and have some great ideas worth exploring? Explaining this early in
your letter is quite critical.
5. Publications (even if you are not the first author) in your area of research are
very important. If you have no publications, then you have a low likelihood of being
accepted into any postdoc fellowship program. Lack of publications suggests little or no
prior research experience. Also, without publications, it is virtually impossible to get
external postdoc fellowship awards from funding agencies. All researchers love it when
their postdocs get external awards  they can now hire a new postdoc using the funds
they had saved for you! So, if you have publications, attaching them (or at least a few
major publications) will have a very positive impact.
SUGGE ST E D F O R YOU

6. Always send your latest CV along with your cover letter. Your CV should be well
written, with no typographic errors. It should list your educational degrees, your research
work, your publications, awards, etc. Your CV should list the names and contact
information of at least three referees who know you and your work. There is no need to

?
1. The Data Is Unambiguous, Loyalty
Is Being Built: Flipkart CEO Binny
Bansal

attach photographs to your CV.

“I always take an applicant seriously if her

current supervisor writes me an email or gives
me a call.
7. It often helps if someone else makes the initial contact on your behalf. For
example, if your mentor or supervisor writes a letter introducing you, this might get more
attention, especially if the professor being contacted knows your mentor or his/her

4 months ago huffingtonpost.in
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2. Global Depression Rates Have
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research work. I always take an applicant seriously if her current supervisor writes me an
email or gives me a call.
8. It is also very helpful if you have funding or fellowships of your own that you
can bring with you. If this is the case, clearly explain what the funding source is and
how much of your training it might cover. All researchers are happy when you bring your
own funding!
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9. Carefully proof read your email before sending it. Typographic errors and sloppy

Waiver Is A Partial Relief, But A

Step In The
Right Direction


 can easily
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writing
put people off.



10. Lastly, if you don't get a response, try again after a while. Sometimes, it helps a
lot if you can actually meet the professor (even if it is a brief meeting at a conference)
and make a case as to why you are a good candidate. Persistence works. After all, good
research is all about perseverance and persistence.
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Good luck and best wishes!
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Amazing read. I hope the authorities
notice this and act before it's too late!

This is a complete diplomatic failure.
The military trial could have been
prevented by putting international…
pressure as well as by bilateral talks.
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